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Abstract

Berry-Esseen type bound for the distribution
function of a density
estimator of kernel type is obtained when the observations are from
a stationary Markov process.
It is shown that the bound is of the
order 0(n-1/3+r) for any r>0 under some conditions.

1.

Introduction

Estimators
of the density function of a population
based on a sample of independent
observations
have been considered
by several
authors.
An excellent
survey of the results in this area is given in Rosenblatt
(1971). Rosenblatt
(1970)
and Roussas (1967, 1969) considered
kernel type of density estimators
when the
observations
are assumed
to be sampled from a stationary
Markov process.
Rosenblatt (1970) has shown that these estimators
have the same character
as in
the case of independence.
He proved that the kernel type estimators
are asymptotically normal under some regularity
conditions.
Our aim in this paper is to
obtain Berry-Esseen
type bound for the density estimator
after proper norming.
Result obtained here generalizes
a similar result of Wertz (1971) in the independent
case.
Order of the bound obtained here is the same as in the independent
case.
2.

Preliminaries

Consider a probability
space (R, B, P) and let {Xn, n>1} be a Markov process
taking values in (R,g,P)
with stationary
transition measure p(e,A)= P(X„,,E Al X„
=e).
Assume that p(,A)
is a measurable
fuuction of e for fixed A and a probability

measure

on g for fixed e. Such a transition

measure

gives rise to a Markov

process by Doob (1953). Assume that the process {X„, n>1} satisfies a Doeblin's
condition (Do) as given by Doob (1953), p. 221 viz. there is a finite-valued measure
on B with 2(R) >0, an integer v>1 and E>0 such that
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if 2(A) <s

is only one ergodic set E in R with 2(E) >0 and this set contains no
moving subsets.
(Here p(n)(•,•) is the n-step transition measure .) Under

(DO , it can be shown that
unique stationary
probability

there exist
distribution

(2.2)jp(n)(e,

positive constants
11(•) such that

E)—il(E)Ir

rf>l,

0<pf <1 and a

fpf

for n>1. The distribution
11(•) taken as the initial distribution
together with the
stochastic
transition
function determines
a stationary
Markov Process.
We shall
assume that the initial distribution
is always the stationary
distribution.
Suppose
that p(•,•) and H(•) are absolutely
continuous with respect to a a-finite measure
p. Let f(•,•)
and f(.) be densities
of p(•,•) and H(•) with respect to p. The
problem which we consider in this paper is to find the rate of convergence
of distribution
of kernel type density estimators
of f(•).
Let Pf be the probability
measure on (R-, g") corresponding
to f(•
and f(•).
Here after, we shall suppose
that R is the real line and g the a-field of Borel sets of R, p Lebesgue measure.
We shall now state a Berry-Esseen
type theorem for random variables defined
on a Markov process satisfying
the above conditions.
THEOREM 2.1. Let Zin=a„M(b„XJ±c„),
1 <j<n , n> 1 be a double sequence of random
variables defined on a stationary Markov process {Xn, n>1} as given above where {an},
{bn} and {c0 are sequences of non-negative constants such that an-40 and M(•) is a
bounded real valued function.
Further suppose that E(Zin) = 0 for all j and n. Define
(2.3)gin=Elz,nii,n1

(2.4)6n

= n-1Val E in].
J-1

Suppose that (42,>0. Let
(2.5)sn=

n-1/20.7,1
E= 1j z

Then there exist absolute constants
(2.6)sup

Ci, i=1, 2,3 such that for every n,

IP(Sn<u)

C

(u)1

{1+[6 p f ]2}

6r,1—

-FC2n-1/2
131n
r7-5-1
nI-1—

pf

+ c3rI- p+N/2r
r5.
1+ 8/2rff 1,3101,
g3n (1—pf)2
where P is the standard normal distribution.
Lemma 3.4 of Prakasa Rao (1973)is similar to this theorem and it is based on
a result of Aleskevicus (1966). We omit the oroof this result. We shall now state
a lemma due to Wertz (1971)which will be used in the sequel.
LEMMA
2.1. Let a, b and c be positive real numbers, (..(7_01P1P
n,—-n) • n>1 be a sequence of probability spaces, and supposethat KJ and 02n1are sequencesof real valued
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random variables defined on Cr
constants C, C' such that for every yR

Further suppose that there exists positive
and for every n> 1,

(2.7)I

—0 (y)In-c

P.(2.Y)

(2. 8)Pn(lCd-n-a)e

n-b•

Then there exists C">0 such that for every ,yE R and for every n>1
(2. 9)I

Pn(C.+

(y)i C" n—min
(a,b,c)

We shall state few more lemmas which give upper and lower bounds for the
variance of sums of random variables f(Xi) when {Xi} is a stationary Markov
process satisfying Doeblin's condition (D0).
LEMMA2.2. (Doob (1953), p. 222). Let g(•) be g-measurable with E[g(X,)]2<co.
Then
(2.10)IE(g(Xi)g(Xk+i))—E(g(Xi))E(g(Xk+i))I
<27-1tprE[g(X1)]2 •
LEMMA2.3. (Prakasa Rao (1973), p. 144). Let g(•) be .-measurable
E[g(X1)]2<00. Then

(2.11)Var[E
LEMMA 2.4.

i=i

Let g(•)

g(Xi)]< na2
{1+4ry2
(1—py2)
-11
.

be _B-measurable with E [g( X,)] = 0, u2-=E [g( Xi)]2 < co. Then

(2.12)Var[

g(Xi)]>nor2
{1—02
(1+47-12)}
(1-02)-4.

PROOF: By the stationarity

of the process

{Xj} and the fact that E[g(X2)]=0,

Var[g(Xi)]=E[ g(Xi)]2
2=12=1

n-1

= na2+2 E (n—k)E[g(X.1)g(X0-1)]
k=i
n-1

>na2-4r1Po-2 E (n—k)pr

(By Lemma 2.2)

k=1

=no-2{1-474/2E
in—kn2}
k=

no-2{1-4712Y
ipy2}
n-1

=11C211
47'1/2
PP(1P2 )1
f1—
,o'f2

> na2fi

4r
1.prippip
=na2 {1—pr (1 +4i-if")}(1 —pit)-1 .

r

with u2=
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Main Result

Let

{Xn, n>1} be a stationary

Markov

process

satisfying

Doeblin's

condition

(Do) and other assumptions
at the begining of section 2. Let f denote the density
of Xi and rf and pf be the Doeblin's constants
in (2.2).
Let I be any interval on R and 0<ei<E2, A>0, r>l, 0<p,h,q<1.
Let Fo=Fo
(A,p,h,q,r;
I,E,,s2) be the class of all stationary
Markov processes with marginal
density f and the Doeblin's constants
rf and pf satisfynig
the following conditions:
(3.1)(

i)

0<e1

inf f(x) <sup f(x)E2,
xEI

(ii)

7(x)

(iii)

1rf<r<co

xEI

exists for every XE R and sup {lf"(x)1: XE R} A<OC
, 0<pfp<1,

(pf 2112112)
(1+ 2112r112) h<1 , and
0py2(1±4r112)<q<1 .
Let K(•) be any bounded continuous
ci,k< 00 for 0<i<3, 0<k<2 where

(3.2)ci,k=

function such that

nk„-.00 as n---)00. Define

hn(Xn ;
(1970) proved

nkn

, (xn, x)

Rnx R

that

(3.3)^nkn[hn(Xn;
is asymptotically

density

SRtkKi(t)dt

Let len-->00as n-400 such that

Rosenblatt

symmetric

x)—E(h,,,(Xn ; x))]
normal

(3.4)f

with mean 0 and variance
(x)

K2 (t) dt= f (X)C2,0

under some conditions.
Let ZI?,(f ;x)=Var(hn(Xn;
X))•
We shall now state and prove the main theorem of this paper.
THEOREM 3.1. Let kn-=-n-1/3. Given any 0<v<i,
there exists n0 depending on Fo
such that

sup
supsupsupn1/3-f[ni—C
•x)—f(x)
Fo xEI n_novERJ.(f;—

(3.5)h(Xn
PROOF:

71in= nk Kr x—Xiii<.<
nLknJ'--/n"
{X1} is stationary,

77.fn, 1<j<n

(3.7)(4=4(f;
Lemma

.)1)1<°°
•

Let

(3.6)
Since

‹Y

2.3 implies

(3.8)Var

are identically

distributed.

X) =V ar f[72jn] •
that

.{ E 7Ljn]n4[1+4/2(1—
py2)-1].
i=1

Let
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Hence
(3.9)

Varf[h7,(Xn; x)]=-M,(f;

x)

=0(non)
uniformly

in F0.

Let vfli(f ; x) =Efi7

E(72in)li and

(3.10)Zp,=72.in—E(77;,i)

,

Equations (10) and (11) of Wertz
ing only on Fo such that

(1971) show that there exists

(3.11)n-312c-3(f;

an integer

N1 depend-

x)=0((nkn)3")

and
(3.12).f

Vn3(fTok

(xC3,0)
n

C4
n

for every n> N1, uniformly for F0 and xe I where
only on F0. Applying Theorem 2.1, we obtain that
C1, 1i3
such that

C., is again a constant
there exists absolute

depending
constants

Zjn
(3.13)

sup PJ=10(y)
yeRf4n(f;

X)

<C1n1/2
vn3(-f;
x) {1+[
(n1124n(f; X))3Pf

r}

± C211-1/2
n1)1721
,(a,f,(;fx;)
x)[1-72fpf]
vnl

+C3(

f ; x)(n--1/24n(fx))
v
2 pf+8/2rfin
7-3n3(f; x)L
1+,N/2rf--I (1—pf)2

n{noi+
nok
(X)C3'0C443
nx)

(3.14)f

.-

{1+r4(1—
p)-21
nkx)
fr2(1—
p)(n3k2X)C3,0
_LC4
7,11/34;1(f3"

C_{
f

C3•_i{f
n.•
(n3k)2,0C4n
nkvn3;x)
11/3 f(f;x)hn
r2(1_u)-2
The last inequality follows from the fact that 24,vn3.
Equation (13) of Wertz (1971)
shows that there exists N2 depending on F0 and a constant
Co depending
on Fo
such that
(3.15)n-1/20-7,4

(f ; x)-<C5(nkn)112

for all n> .1\12,uniformly
(3.16)4n

for F, and xe I.
(f ; x)

Lemma

2.4 implies

that

; x)
c6C5(nkn)-1

for some C6 depending on Fo. (3.12), (3.14) and (3.16) together
of (3.14) is less than or equal to

g

•

prove

that

R. H. S.
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(nkn) —1'2
± C8(nkn)-'1214/3
+(nkn)

where

C7, Co and Co are

-'12n-312ki7,1/6
hnZ1`;',(f;x)1),71(f; x)

constants

(3.18)Jn
where

depending

only on Fo. Note that, by Lemma 2.3,

(f ;
C10 depends

; x)

only on Fo and

(3.19)ali(f

;

-Clin-21472 .

Hence
(3. 20)do

(f;

C1oC11n-11-72

Furthermore
(3.21)vn3

(f ; x)>_-=[4(f ;

]3/2

> [Ci 2n-2k;1]3/2 C12n-3k;3/2
where

C12 depends

only on F0 by (3.15)•

(3.22)

Combining

(3.20) and (3.21), it follows

that

f ; x)2)771(f; x)
C10

C1-21/iskr

=Ci3n2k;,-"
wwhere
C13 depends only on F0. Observe that the last term
0 ((nkn) —1'2)since hn with 0<h<1 is involved in it. (3.17) proves
a constant
C14 depending only on F0 such that
Z jn
(3. 23)supPf11

uniformly

for

F0 and

-

x)Y

vER4
xE I and

in (3.17) is still
that there exists

n> N,

—0 (Y)•C14(nkn)
depending

only

—1/2
on

F0.

Note

that

E Z
.7=1

= hn(Xn ; x) —Ef[h„(Xn ; x)] .

Hence

(3.24) sup
Pf[hn(;
yERn(f;
uniformly

f[hn(Xn<3)]—
0(y)l<
C14
(nkn)
—1/2
x)

for Fo, XE 1 and n> AT, depending

only on F0.

Let
(3.25)727,.=

hn(,Xn ; x) —Ef[h.„(Xn
f ;
; x)]

and
. 26)f
Note

E[h7,(Xn • x)] —f (x) (3
n(•

that
1Ef[hn Xn ;

(x)I

K(t)f (x+knt)
dt—
f (X)I

n
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<1/2k III" V.C1,2
where

IIf "

sup {Jf" (x)I: XE R} and
4Th(f; x)(c6c5)"2

by (3.16).

(nk n)-1/ 2

Hence

(3.27)1C.

I -5 C15(n/d)1/2

for n> N, depending on Fo and for some constant C15 depending
Tchebyshev's
inequality,
for any a>0 and p>0 and km= n- ,
(3.28)Pf

on F0. Hence, by

(JC7,1n-a) -naPE fiC,JP
__CronciP
(nk,,)P12
= Cf5n—p(5a
—2a-1)/2

uniformly

for F, and XE I.

(3.29)sup

(3.24) shows

for n> No depending

on Fo

sup sup I Pf(7272y)-0(y)1C„n-(1-')/2.
Fo

xEi

yER

(3.28) and (3.29) hold for n> N depending
and c= (1 —a)/2
choosing

that

and choose

a=1—zfor

a such

any z1,

REMARK: The result
of the stationary
Markov

that

on Fo. Let a= a, b=1-22(5a-2a-1),
5a-2a-1>0

and applying

and 0<a<1.

Lemma 2.1, we obtain

p>-31,-.—1
In particular,
(3.5).

can be extended to estimators
of two-dimensional
process in an analogous manner.

density
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